CASE REPORT

An unusual complex suicide by corrosive ingestion and stabbing
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Abstract
Suicides are divided into simple and complex, the complex one referring to suicide by a combination of more than one method. In general, unplanned complex suicides occur where several different methods are used consecutively because the first method has not achieved the desired effect.

In this study, we present a unique unplanned complex suicide case where corrosive ingestion and stabbing were the suicide methods.

A 50-year-old woman was found unconscious by her husband and daughter in the garden of her house in the middle of the night. She was transported to the hospital, where she was pronounced dead upon arrival. The investigation revealed that there was a half-filled bottle of scale dissolver containing nitric acid in the kitchen of the house. The deceased was said to have been suffering from depression for two weeks. There were corrosive burns around the lips, on the chin and on the right side of the neck, three stab wounds and six tentative cuts above the umbilical region.

This is the first case report of unplanned complex suicide by corrosive ingestion and stabbing in the literature. It is thought that the woman first swallowed nitric acid, and after feeling unbearable pain around her epigastric region, she stabbed herself in the abdomen. A brief discussion about the methods used in this case and an overview of the complex suicide entity is presented.
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1 Introduction
Complex suicides can be defined as the use of more than one method to induce death [1–5]. In 1974, Marcinkowski et al. [5] had proposed a general division of suicide. In this classification, suicides are first divided into simple versus complex, the complex type referring to suicide by a combination of methods. If the combination of multiple suicidal methods is previously planned, the suicide is categorized as “planned”, while if the failure of the first mechanism brings the victim to come up with an alternative method of inflicting death, it is categorized as “unplanned” [1, 6, 7].
In this study, a unique unplanned complex suicide case is presented where corrosive ingestion and stabbing were the suicide methods.

2 Case report

A 50-year-old woman was found unconscious by her husband and daughter in the garden of her house in the middle of the night. She was transported to the hospital, where she was pronounced dead upon arrival. The investigation revealed that there was a half-filled bottle of scale dissolver containing nitric acid in the kitchen of the house. According to her husband, she had been suffering from depression for two weeks.

At external examination, there were corrosive burns around the lips, on the chin and on the right side of the neck (see Figure 1). Three parallel stab wounds each 2 cm×0.5 cm in diameter and six superficial self-inflicted tentative cuts above the umbilical region were observed (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Corrosive burns around the lips, on the chin and on the right side of the neck.

Figure 2. Stab wounds and superficial self-inflicted tentative cuts above the umbilical region.
At internal examination, approximately 200 ml of blackish-red (sero-hemorrhagic) fluid was found in peritoneal cavity (see Figure 3). The mucosal surface of the tongue and oropharynx showed yellowish-green discoloration due to denaturation. The mucosa of the esophagus, trachea and stomach demonstrated a yellowish-green discoloration and areas of extensive full-thickness necrosis (see Figure 4). The esophagus and stomach were slimy and softened. There was a single perforation measuring 3 cm×3 cm in the prepyloric region of the stomach. Three stab wounds penetrated the peritoneum, and they only cut the omentum. All of the internal organs were congested. According to autopsy findings, it was concluded that the cause of death was internal organ injury and chemical peritonitis due to ingestion of nitric acid.

**Figure 3.** Blackish-red (sero-hemorrhagic) fluid in the peritoneal cavity due to perforated stomach.

**Figure 4.** Yellowish-green discoloration of the mucosa of the esophagus and trachea.

### 3 Discussion

Chemical burn injuries constitute a type of burn injury that we may come across in our daily practice, although not as frequently as thermal and electric injuries. Acids such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, tannic acid and formic acid are widely used and handled by many individuals [8].
Nitric acid (NHO₃), also known as aqua fortis (“strong water”) or spirit of nitre or engraver’s acid, is a chemical important for industrial and domestic purposes. It is a strong oxidizing agent that ionizes readily and is a highly electrically conductive solution. Being a corrosive, it produces immediate pain and causes burns of the mouth, throat, esophagus and intra-abdominal organs. Forty-five percent solutions of NHO₃ are commonly used as a cleaner and scale dissolver in Turkey [8-10].

The pathophysiology depends on the type of the acid, its pH, its molar concentration, the volume ingested, duration of contact, the presence of other contents in the stomach and the gastric emptying time of the acids concerned. Esophageal injury occurs in 6%-20% of acid ingestion. Esophageal injury is mild, as there is a rapid transit and limited permeability, hence less chances of perforation, which will always be associated with gastric damage [9]. Acids cause coagulation necrosis of the tissues with thrombus formation in the microvasculature of the lesion. In high concentration and volume, nitric acid reacts with blood, forming acid hematin, which causes charring (black discoloration) [8]. There were mild esophageal injury, gastric perforation and black-colored fluid in the peritoneal cavity due to gastric perforation in our case.

There are three reports of complex suicides concerning acid ingestion in the literature. Faller-Marquardt et al. [11] reported three emigrants (one man, two women) who drank acetic acid before hanging themselves. Canale [12] reported a man who used three methods: wrist cutting, ingestion of hydrochloric acid and “traffic accident” with a car. Altun [13] reported a man who had taken some antidepressant and antipsychotic drugs before cutting his right wrist and ingesting a large amount of concentrated hydrochloric acid. The present study is the first known report of a complex suicide case in which nitric acid ingestion was used as one of the suicide methods and that involved unplanned complex suicide by corrosive ingestion and stabbing.

In every case with fatal sharp-weapon injuries, differentiation between suicide and homicide is always required. The classical criteria for discriminating suicide by self-cutting or -stabbing from homicide are generally considered as follows: (a) several injuries are observed on the possible sites of self-infliction; (b) hesitation marks are present; (c) clothing tears are absent [14]. There were several stab wounds and hesitation marks on the abdomen of the woman, and there were not any clothing tears in the presented case.

The term “complex suicide” does not denote the resourcefulness or intricacy of the suicide method but rather specifies the use of more than one type of suicide method. Complex suicide can be divided into two distinct groups: planned and unplanned complex suicides (other terms have been coined, such as primary combined (planned complex) and secondary combined) [15]. In the forensic literature, complex suicides have been reported to account for about 1.5%-5.0% of all suicides [1, 2].

In planned complex suicides, two or more suicide methods are applied simultaneously to guarantee and/or accelerate death or avoid pain. The methods used reflect the whole spectrum seen in “simple” suicides [2, 5, 13, 16-18].

In unplanned complex suicides, one or more other methods of suicide are tried after the first method fails to gain one’s end or when it proves too painful [2, 3]. In fact, unplanned complex suicides do not represent a combined use or a planned combination of several methods, but rather they reflect a switch to another suicide method after the first. If the first method fails, turns out to be unexpectedly painful or does not cause death quickly enough, another mode may be chosen provided that the individual is still conscious and able to act. The choice of a second or third method is mainly determined by the availability of means in the concrete situation (e.g., jumping from a height when living on an upper floor) [2, 19]. It is thought that the woman in this case first swallowed nitric acid, and after feeling unbearable pain around her epigastric region, she stabbed herself in the abdomen.

In most suicides, the victim first inflicts superficial cuts and/or stabs before he or she switches to an effective method, such as hanging, shooting or jumping from a height [11, 15, 20-22]. The woman in the presented case is different from any
previously reported cases, as the stab wounds were inflicted as a second method after the fatal corrosive ingestion. Additionally, the stab wounds were not superficial, as they reached the peritoneal cavity.

The forensic pathologist performing the autopsy in unplanned suicide cases will also have to answer questions regarding the chronological order of the injuries as well as how long and to what extent the suicidal individual was able to act after he or she sustained the injuries [2]. As the woman in our case stabbed herself after feeling unbearable pain around her epigastric region, it is appropriate to classify this case as an unplanned complex suicide.

From the criminological point of view, the presence of several different injuries on a deceased individual is especially suspicious as indicating homicide. Careful inspection of the death scene, a thorough investigation of the surroundings of the deceased and a full autopsy are necessary to elucidate the correct mode of death in such cases. The chronological order of the methods applied can be reconstructed only if all information available on the given case is taken into consideration. Apart from the outcome of the autopsy, all traces found at the death scene, as well as the statements of witnesses concerning the sequence of events, if available, are of particular importance in this context. Solely based on autopsy findings, a sufficient reconstruction is rarely possible (i.e., in such cases in which there are only two injuries and one of them was nonfatal) [2]. Although a scene investigation was not performed in our case, autopsy findings and the statements of the witnesses were enough to determine the chronological order of the methods applied.
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